
Bismillahi Rahmani Rahim 

 

CLARIFICATIONS OF MISUNDERSTANDINGS AND REJECTION OF ATTACKS TO THE MOST 

DIFAMED WALI OF ALLAH OF THIS TIME 

 

A NOTE ABOUT THE SERVANT OF ALLAH HADHRAT MAULANA SHAYKH NAZIM AL HAQQANI AL 

KIBRISI TO ALL THE SINCERE PEOPLE WHISING TO KNOW BETTER, AND WHO HEARD ATTACKS LIKE 

THOSE MADE BY UMAR VADILLO OF MURABITUN, CIFIA, SOME FIGURE OF NAQSHBANDIS IN 

TURKEY AND OTHERS DEBASING HIM 

Bismillahi Rahmani Rahim.  Ash hadu an la illaha illallah wa ash hadu anna Muhammadan abduhu 

wa rasuluhu.  Allahumma salli ‘ala Muhammadin wa ‘ala ali muhammadin wa sallim.  Innadina 

innallahu-l Islam.  The only religion in the presence of Allah is Islam. 

In our times, darkness is called light and light is called darkness.  Especially if one is approaching a 

treasure, let him be in guard against envious people that will try to mislead him, or people ready 

to attack him, or people that may associate with him for wrong purposes.  Yet no matter how 

much Batil tries to cover Haqq, Haqq prevails and hearts alive and with fear of Allah will develop 

love for those at the full service of Haqq. 

The following lines speak on many topics that are found once and again all over the internet 

attacking and degrading one of the beloved walis of Allah of our time, a servant of Allah engaged 

in spreading Islam since decades and engaged in making Haqq reach everywhere to prevail upon 

Batil. 



They are a few words for people who –like me prior to taking bayat alhamdulillah- were looking to 

know truthful information about Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani yet they find in their ways through 

internet multiple rumours, attacks, partial information, distorted images of tariqa and many 

webpages that would seem to be managed by murids that contain reprehensible things.  These 

notes are for those who even after that continue to seek a clear picture with a good opinion and 

with a sincere heart. 

Attackers and enviers and prejudiced people please abstain.  You will find no benefit in the 

following lines unless you want to repent from that sin in your tongues. 

And for the first kind of readers, if you wish at least to keep your tongue protected against 

attacking a beloved servant of Allah, or if you wish to include in your love of awliya a love for this 

saintly person, or if you seek to know better about him for a noble purpose, or if you are 

considering taking bayat with a trustworthy shaykh and you found his name mentioned as one 

among the great shaykhs if this time, then these lines may be of help, insha’Allah. 

These notes comprise twelve sections, as follows: 

1.  The Head.  2.  In Ahlus Sunnah.  3.  Traditional Islam or Simply Orthodox Alive Mainstrean Islam 

is not liked by certain movements.  4.  Great Variety of his people.  5.  The Tariqa and the 

representatives.  6.  Attittude on tariqa issues.  7.  When there is a contradiction.  8.  His Focus.  9.  

Issues brought by representatives.  10.  Examples of those issues: Democracy, Universalism or 

Perennialism; Brotherhood of Mankind and interfaith activities; Westernization; New Age, 

Esoterism and Oriental Religions; United Nations, Tyranny and Support of Justice; Intermixing of 

Sexes; Exaggerations about Shaykh Nazim; On the Coming of Mahdi; On Harun Yahya and Shaykh 

Nazim; Shaykh Nazim and Imam Mahdi not being the son of Imam al Askari; On Jihad.  11.  About 

his books of sohbets.  12.  How to have truthful information and to keep a good relationship.     

 

This is what the sections contain. 

 

1. THE HEAD: The Tariqa teachings in naqshbandi haqqani tariqa are what Maulana Shaykh 

Nazim al Haqqani Hz. teaches and exemplifies in his behavior.  It would seem an obvious 

point, yet in the middle of so many webpages and figures inside tariqa you will need to 

remember this basic starting and conclusive point.    

 



 
 

2. IN AHLUS SUNNAH: Maulana Shaykh Nazim is a humble servant of Allah walking in the 

path of pure Islam, Islam of Ahlus Sunnah wal Yamaah.  Here you can find a glimpse of 

Maulana Shaykh Nazim’s ardent and exemplar defense of Ahlus Sunnah wal Yamaah: 

 

JIHAD AND MALFUZAT IN DEFENSE OF AHLUS SUNNAH BY MAULANA SHAYKH NAZIM: 
 

http://www.yanabi.com/index.php?/blog/4/entry-65-jihad-and-malfuzat-in-defense-of-

ahlus-sunnah-by-maulana-shaykh-nazim/ 

 

3. TRADITIONAL ISLAM (OR SIMPLY ORTHODOX ALIVE MAINSTREAM ISLAM) IS NOT LIKED 

BY CERTAIN MOVEMENTS: As such, you may expect certain attacks comings from wahabis 

/ salafis / ahlehadiths / deobandis (to a lesser extent) and / or (to even a lesser extent) 

sunnis of mainly mainstream adherence yet partially influenced by the previous 

movements.  Those attacks originate simply in their errors, deviances, intolerances and / 

or misunderstandings on issues of fiqh and / or aqida with Mainstream Sunni Islam.  Their 

leaders have a long story of many times terribly narrow positions and wrong actions 

involving not only attacks to Shaykh Nazim –who is exemplar in his defense of Ahlus 

Sunnah and rejection of any movement debasing Islam as taught by dozens of generations 

of our noble ancestors- but also to hundreds of other shuyukh of mainstream Ahlus 

Sunnah wal Yamaah. 

 

One ‘alim described Shaykh Nazim al-Haqqani in these terms: “He is indeed like the 

shaykhs that you could only find three hundred years ago” (admiring him in reference to 

his adherence in aqida and fiqh to a clear traditional way of Ahlus Sunnah wal Yamaah, not 

interfered by the mess of more or less recent movements that have appeared or gained 

some position in our disempowered and confused Ummah). 

 

http://www.yanabi.com/index.php?/blog/4/entry-65-jihad-and-malfuzat-in-defense-of-ahlus-sunnah-by-maulana-shaykh-nazim/
http://www.yanabi.com/index.php?/blog/4/entry-65-jihad-and-malfuzat-in-defense-of-ahlus-sunnah-by-maulana-shaykh-nazim/
http://www.yanabi.com/index.php?/blog/4/entry-65-jihad-and-malfuzat-in-defense-of-ahlus-sunnah-by-maulana-shaykh-nazim/


As such, in following mainstream traditional Ahlus Sunnah wal Yamaah, Shaykh Nazim 

acknowledges learning Islam through the hands of the wisdom coming from madhhabs 

(Schools): there are four madhhabds or schools of fiqh; two madhhabs on aqida and many 

madhhabs in ihsan called turuq of Tasawwuf in Islam.  Those who reject madhhabs have 

incurred in a very serious innovation that has produced confusion and abundance of 

ignoramus opinions almost at will in our beloved Ummah. 

 

Prior to the debasement of knowledge and Khilafat in our Ummah at the hands of new 

sects and Western powers, hundreds of ulama and awliya of many madhahib and turuq 

before us in our long and rich history found good for people and communities many 

traditions that the attacks of modernity and the general nature of exaltation of the self 

and debasement of spiritual authority in our time has made almost lost to some in our 

Ummah. 

 

In following those ulamas and awliyas, Maulana Shaykh Nazim finds it recommendable 

and good for the benefit both of the person and the muslim community –and good for 

returning to our wide and amazing heritage as Ummah- to continue the noble traditions 

and acts that have raised good generations of muslims in the past. 

 

They include celebration of Mawlid of Rasul (saaws), commemoration of Urs, visiting the 

tombs of awliya, tabarruk, tawasul, the subtle and precious adab and sign of humility of 

kissing the hands of elders and people of knowledge and taqwa (for precious hearts, it 

may also spontaneously include kissing their noble feet, as it is found indeed -to no 

wonder- among the foremost leaders of our Din, the sahabas and the salaf us salih, just in 

case you did not know it by influence of common distorted figures of Islam).   

 

Those acts include also gatherings for zikr which besides being done in silent voice it can 

also be done in loud voice, the practice of hadrah, using musical instruments in gatherings 

for Allah (nasheeds, qasidas, illahis, that is, the rich islamic music that has developed in 

our wide history as muslims), forms of salawat an nabi, standing up in honour of Rasul –

saaws- when his name is mentioned (in fact, Maulana Shaykh Nazim stands up frequently 

in those occasions as well as when an ayat of Holy Quran is to be recited or when the 

name of Allah, azza wa jal, is mentioned, no matter his ninety years of life), practice in 

tasawwuf of rabitah and istighatha (which of course only happens, whenever it happens, 

only subject to Allah’s will, that is to say, bi idhnillah, as shaykhs and awliya are the 

servants of a Unique Lord, Allah Almighty, in absolute need of Him), commemoration of 

special holy days and holy nights throughout the year (such as 10th of Muharram, Isra wal 

Miraj, Laylatul Raghaib, Laylatul Baraah, etc.).  And other acts besides of course the whole 

set of obligatory practices as the pillars of Islam, the muakadah sunnahs and the halal and 

haram. 

 



To some extent about some of these acts (such as hadrah, istighatha, using musical 

instruments in zikr), some ulama and sometimes even some of the awliyas or saliheen 

have held different opinions, as is common when one studies a certain fadilah or nafl act 

in Islam.  Those who study the sciences of Din find it natural that in our long history and 

with so many lands of Islam and characters of people, there are differences of opinion in 

certain things, yet it is totally contrary to the adab in those case to condemn people 

following one opinion as deviated or even worse than that.  That is just a sign of a narrow 

mind and narrow spirit and crude manners all of which is contrary to the Sunnah of 

Rasulullah (saaws). 

 

About our rich heritage of practices and customs of wisdom and enactments of the pillars 

and the sunnahs of Islam, Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani exemplifies adherence to the opinions 

of those who hold in esteem the virtues of those practices.   

 

The virtues of those practices manifest by themselves anyway, beyond some scholarly 

differences, and difference of opinions in itself, as stated repeteadly by the authorities in 

the field ok knowledge, is simply a Mercy for the Ummah.   

 

It is a mercy too that Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani continues holding up noble traditions with 

virtues and blessings usually obtained through them as a tool for development of our 

condition both at a personal level as well as at a communal level. 

 

It is not just a mere issue of choice of a heritage.  In times when Islam is attacked from 

inside and outside from every corner, as our time, and muslims have hearts oriented 

towards the false lights of current world and have so much forgotten our history and lack 

even the sense of feeling that some deep common mistake is at the root of our condition, 

in this time it is a kind of Jihad for reestablishing the full values and glory of Islam to 

continue the luminous examples of those that made great and luminous the position of 

Islam.  

 

Why should we be deprived of tools, goods and benefits for achieving a better condition 

merely for fear of people cutting and veiling us for a myriad reasons from our same roots?  

Are we stronger than past generations so that we need less ways to achieve servanthood?  

Are we not the weakest generation under the feet of Non Muslim world? 

 

Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani has no fear but of Allah, azza wa jal. 

 



 
 

4. GREAT VARIETY OF HIS PEOPLE: Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani has travelled extensively and 

has reached to many thousands of people, notably through Western nations besides many 

muslims nations too –and it is mainly from the western murids from where many 

naqshbandi haqqani webpages and blogs emerge after that-.  In teaching them –us-, 

provided with wisdom for treating the illnesses of the heart, he has showed patience, a 

friendly and lovely way to teach, observing graduality for making people to run more and 

more after the Prophetic Way of Sayyidina Muhammad (saaws) by way of love and 

admiration, and at the same time keeping both Jalal and Jamal of Islam in akhlaaq and the 

teachings. 

 

While there are some people who might not like his gradual and widely way of approach 

to all possible kind of people in order to invite them to Haqq, yet the invitation has given 

fruit in growing numbers giving shahada and entering in Islam and his teachings and 

personal behavior remain clear and uncompromised by any kind of westernization or any 

kind of fear of any political or economical power.  So Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani, for those 

who take bayat with him, remains as a truly trustworthy guide adhering exemplarily to the 

Most Noble Path, the Unique Path, the Muhammadan Path.   

 

His teachings continue year after year and each murid, no matter what personal 

background he may have, if he is sincere in his bayat, is called to pay attention to the 

teachings and start the purification of hearts and minds in order to attain more are more 

the big blessings coming in Islam and in order to keep away more and more from the 

dangers and harm that lie outside the Prophetic Path of Islam.  It is up to the murid to pay 

attention and act.  The shaykh does not put force on people; he invites them with the 

good tidings and the warnings. 

 

It is known too, as Shaykh Nazim himself has said, that while people may call themselves 

murids, to be a murid is a reality not a title.   



By far and large, as it happened to some degree to all turuq progressively since the time 

the turuq decided to widen their scope and numbers in order to supply to the general 

communities with ammunitions for servanthood as remedy to the decay in the time, and 

as it happens even more in our times, as a sign of Akhir Zaman, murids are rare and most 

of murids are merely muhhibs if not simply common people striving to wake up from 

ghaflat and quitting the haram.  

  

5. THE TARIQA AND THE REPRESENTATIVES: Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani Hz. through the years 

has been accompanied and surrounded by people varying quite a lot in their degrees of 

knowledge, taqwa, or other akhlaaq.  In his way to spread the word of Islam as wide as 

possible, he has authorized some people to continue his work in certain places (his 

deputies, wakils and khaliphas) and his personal relationship with them is as varied as they 

themselves vary from one another.   

 

There are some people that say: I have received his permission for this or for that.  Yet 

among the manners of our noble grand shaykh, if a newcomer or a man in ghaflat comes 

to him asking by himself something, many times (yet not always) instead of simply 

correcting him directly (which depending on cases would prove to be useless and would 

put the person under additional fault in his mistake), depending in sum on readiness to 

follow himself or readiness to consider that he may be at least mistaken in his target, and 

on conditions of each case, Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani may decide to simply joke with him 

on what he is asking, or look at him with surprise, or asking him again if he is sure of what 

he is asking, or what if it would consider other thing.  Yet if insisting, he just lets the 

person go by himself, unpleased by such happening.  This is not permission.    

 

Some do receive an authorization for working for Islam yet they promote more their 

personal gains, or their personal non Islamic understandings, or the tariqa that they were 

adhering to before his bayat with Shaykh Nazim, or their personal methods of da’wah and 

personal ways of giving sohbet (suhba, bayyan, dars), or their clearly personal and 

erroneous interpretations and enactings of what they assume to be merely a reflection on 

their part of the luminous and subtle tolerance and the indirect method of the noble 

shaykh.  

 

Some indeed struggle for spreading Islam as much as his capabilities and some reach to a 

very or even extraordinary degree of sincerity in his attachment to the noble shaykh, 

becoming shining lights of truthfulness in what following Shaykh Nazim means. 

 

Some of his helpers (the wakils, deputies and khaliphas) attain just disgrace to themselves 

by betraying the purpose of tariqa, some attain just fame, some attain some subtle 

knowledge of the heart combined with mistakes or absence of other qualities, some of the 

people who receive subtleties and openings incur in the mistake to consider for 



themselves to be in a position that indeed is not of them, some receive openings that are 

like gems in their hearts and remain with no claims for themselves. 

 

Some become people that, as naqshbandi way is supposed to teach, pass through the 

tests of all the stages and maqamat until reaching pure ikhlas and even become rightful 

shaykhs in tariqa all the while remaining as humble, most humble murids of Shaykh Nazim 

al Haqqani Hz.  As the great wali and Mujaddid, Imam Rabbani Hz., said: the naqshandi 

way is a path that begins where others end.  

 

In our world today, many may think that completion of the path belongs to older times 

only, especially if their own shaykh in tariqa is incapable of achieving the goal or 

acknowledging his condition, and when they read of stations of suluk and the great 

openings, they think if they do not have it, no others can have it.  But it is not so. 

 

6. ATTITUDE ON TARIQA ISSUES: Maulana Shaykh Nazim is not a shaykh that would usually 

point a finger to a wakil or khalipha in his tariqa in case this person incurs in a mistake or 

in a reprehensible act.  In dealing with them, he usually deals in the same gradual and 

wide way in which he deals with murids all over the world, and by basically the same 

wisdom behind this approach.  

 

He is also known for playing sometimes with the egos of people that would like personal 

gains from associating with him, putting them through this test in order to see their 

attitude, and he may give them titles and big words with different wisdoms while it is clear 

for everyone with sincere faith and intelligence –starting of course by himself- that such 

person is not being clear or is making something reprehensible.   

 

Sometimes he treats them in this way, in order to make them –and behind them, their 

people unaware of this situation- at least to continue having their ears opened to the 

words coming from the Shaykh –who is constantly reminding us of the clear teachings of 

Islam and halal and haram-, hoping that they may understand.  

 

As he remains the center of teachings in tariqa, both murids as well as people with 

responsibilities in tariqa are always called to hear his teachings and look at his example 

and his wisdom if they want to walk in the path of this tariqa.   

 

So many times Shaykh Nazim is very jalali in his addresses as a thunder of Haqq, for those 

who want to hear. 

 

Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani, beyond all that, may take care also of these issues in subtle 

ways only for the concerned people and people not in ghaflat.  Those ready to learn 

indeed find from him a way to learn. 

 



7. WHEN THERE IS A CONTRADICTION: Everything contrary to his teachings coming from a 

murid, no matter if he is a very famous murid or a leader inside the tariqa, is simply to be 

discredited as the ultimate authority in tariqa is Shaykh Nazim, a servant of Allah 

conveying the Message of the Best of Creation, Sayyidina Muhammad, saaws. 

 

It would seem obvious, yet keep this in mind, as well as the following, in order to perceive 

things clearly. 

 

8. HIS FOCUS: Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani is not the leader of a movement or a political party 

or a religious association at all.  He does not supervise the naqshbandi webpages, he does 

not have an email, in fact he dislikes in general television and internet (besides some very 

small usage of it with good purposes), he does not preside a global committee for 

observing if his murids or the people he gave at some moment certain tasks are doing 

what he is advising or how they are doing it.  He does not like people quarreling in front of 

him or accusing each other.  He is not a man of planning worldwide activities, he is not a 

man of those occupations. 

 

His ‘job’ is completely different.   

 

He is simply a servant of Allah, the kind of servant of Allah that is most rare to find, a 

servant with no claims at all for dunya, with no attachment to what people may think of 

him, with no attachment to strategies or planning.   

 

He is simply a servant fully focused on Allah.  Fully occupied in whorshipping Allah and 

worried by the state of the Ummah and the Banu Adam in general, like a deeply solitary 

man speaking from the dessert to nations and leaders and all people who like to hear 

joyful glad tidings and very string warnings in case we do not make efforts to turn back to 

our Lord, Allah Almighty, and to accept and live by the way of the most beloved one and 

the Final Messenger and Prophet of Allah, the highest creature in submission to Allah, 

Sayyidina Muhammad Habibullah, saaws.  

 

9. ISSUES BROUGHT BY REPRESENTATIVES: So, many things that are usually a matter of 

critics against him by outsiders who look at things at least inattentively or some many 

times with clear bad faith and / or prejudices, have in fact no relationship at all with 

Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani but, in the cases when they indeed occur (contrary to so many 

outright lies or misunderstandings) those things are attached to certain murids or leaders 

of tariqa, each one responsible of his words and his actions, no matter how much they put 

Shaykh Nazim’s name or pictures in his words or webpages. 

 

Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani himself has said that he has few real murids, less than forty, 

among thousands of people that have given bayat in the tariqa.  Yet they exist. 

 



He has also said that, in his dergah, many people come seeking something yet he is the 

doctor treating them to become nothing, and he has called his dergah as a mental hospital 

for people coming with illnesses. 

 

Considering the powerful nature of the activities and the wideness of people reached by 

Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani and the tumultuous nature of these times and of today’s 

‘murids’, which is no more than a reflection of our current world, and taking into account 

so much loss of knowledge in the current state of the Ummah and so many people serving 

unknowingly to shaytan’s purposes, even among many muslim movements, it is 

understandable that a figure as profound and enormous and unique and refreshing as the 

servant of Allah named Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani is a subject of so much 

misunderstandings and attacks and forgetfulness and even sometimes betrayal to his way 

from within too. 

 

Perhaps there is not a single wali of Allah of these times that is subject to so much 

attempts to degrade him that Shaykh Nazim.  It only speaks at the end to his lofty position, 

as Shaytan worries more in attacking and blocking a man that is a danger to his plans and 

beloved of Allah. 

 

10. EXAMPLES OF THOSE ISSUES: In order to clarify things for the sincere person, among the 

things related to the previous point, it can be clearly stated the following:   

 

* DEMOCRACY:  

 

Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani does not endorse democracy; rather, he teaches that democracy 

is unislamic and a big tool deception used by shaytan. 

 

Some of his words on it can be found here: 

 

SHAYKH NAZIM ON DEMOCRACY AND OTHER ISMS: 

 

http://www.yanabi.com/index.php?/blog/4/entry-80-shaykh-nazim-al-haqqani-no-

deviations-in-islam-no-democracy-no-capitalism-no-socialism-no-feminism-have-hope/ 

 

* UNIVERSALISM OR PERENNIALISM:  

 

Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani does not endorse universalism, perennialism, guenonism, or the 

belief that all religions are valid ways to Allah; rather, he teaches that the only valid 

religion and the religion accepted in Divine Presence, since more than 1400 years ago, for 

all mankind is Islam as taught by Prophet Muhammad, saaws. 

 

Some of his words can be found here: 

http://www.yanabi.com/index.php?/blog/4/entry-80-shaykh-nazim-al-haqqani-no-deviations-in-islam-no-democracy-no-capitalism-no-socialism-no-feminism-have-hope/
http://www.yanabi.com/index.php?/blog/4/entry-80-shaykh-nazim-al-haqqani-no-deviations-in-islam-no-democracy-no-capitalism-no-socialism-no-feminism-have-hope/


 

ISLAM AND ORIENTAL RELIGIONS: 

 

http://www.sufismus-online.de/RelationshipBetweenIslamHinduismAndBudhism 

 

* BROTHERHOOD OF MANKIND AND INTERFAITH ACTIVITIES:  

 

Shayhk Nazim al Haqqani does not endorse a Masonic way of understanding the 

brotherhood of mankind.  That way of understanding is the way of those who have 

demolished religions in the name of equality.  That way of understanding demolished 

Sharia and made us to remain unprotected in our way of life.   

 

Shaykh Nazim, in fact, is totally opposed to Freemasonry as such, considering it as a 

devilish tool.  It was Freemasonry logdes who executed a plan to demolish osmanli khilafat 

(ottoman caliphate) from whitin. 

 

Some of his words are here: 

 

WHAT THE KUFR OF JEW AND CHRISTIANS REPRESENT: 

 

http://www.yanabi.com/index.php?/blog/4/entry-77-shaykh-nazim-what-the-kufr-of-

jews-and-christians-represent-rome-and-istambul-will-be-opened-for-islam/ 

 

Rather, Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani teaches brotherhood of humanity in the Islamic way, 

that is, to open our hearts and good feelings for all humankind, indeed for every creature, 

while at the same time observing the limits and the laws of halal and haram and the 

aqidah of Islam.  It is to have a friendly hand to whoever among mankind would like to do 

a good action.  For example, fighting against atheism and secularism.   

 

Notably in this effort, he preaches common efforts against common dangers to religions, 

and shows to religions, when interfaith meetings are held, a shareable and easily 

understandable message showing an aspect of Islam for a peace and rightful solution of 

today’s problem that is certainly not devoid of wisdom in the political upheavals of today’s 

world where barbarities are committed not only by kuffar but most surprisingly by 

muslims too in the name of religion. 

 

Critics should remain aware of the total teachings and way of life and efforts of Shaykh 

Nazim prior to easily entering into critics when he, for example, met with the current 

Pope.  On it, I can only point to the wise comments made by a knowledgeable and senior 

murid:  

 

http://www.sufismus-online.de/RelationshipBetweenIslamHinduismAndBudhism
http://www.yanabi.com/index.php?/blog/4/entry-77-shaykh-nazim-what-the-kufr-of-jews-and-christians-represent-rome-and-istambul-will-be-opened-for-islam/
http://www.yanabi.com/index.php?/blog/4/entry-77-shaykh-nazim-what-the-kufr-of-jews-and-christians-represent-rome-and-istambul-will-be-opened-for-islam/


http://www.yursil.com/blog/2010/06/pope-benedict-meets-with-sheykh-maulana-nazim-

adil-al-hakkani/ 

 

If some Muslim religious groups fall in inter-faith meetings with a weak faith and 

compromising their own identities and the clear teachings of Islam, it is their fault.  

Certainly it is not the case of Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani. 

 

* WESTERNIZATION:  

 

Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani is opposed to Westernization of Islam and indeed to the so 

called New Age movements. 

 

Some of his words are here: 

 

 SHAYKH NAZIM ON WESTERNIZED MUSLIMS: 

 

http://naksibendi.org/sohbets/MevlanaSeyhNazim/20061217_1427-DhulQada-

27_MevlanaSeyhNazim_Muslims%20Following%20West.html 

 

* NEW AGE, ESOTERISM AND ORIENTAL RELIGIONS:  

 

There are no chakras, or enneagrams, or holotropic exercises or dikhsas or buddhists or 

hindu-like methods in Shayh Nazim’s way.  Not at all.  No delusions and illusions of day-

dreaming people too.  Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani does not indulge himself in teaching to 

people coming to him ‘ilm al huruf or numerology, abjad, cosmology, even in that of these 

matters that may be part of sciences of awliya.  It is nor for general murids, it is not a 

matter of his talks, it is for most of use a knowledge that would distract us from real 

priorities and targets. 

 

If at some time some western or eastern people searching with some sincerity at some 

point of their lives for spirituality have been received and treated friendly and may be 

even showed by way of mere mercy one or two subtle signs that may be a powerful hint 

for them to think better about the Depth of Islam, it in no way makes them to become 

shaykhs or leaders or even people to be referred to in naqshbandi tariqa.  So, Gurdjieff is 

not a shaykh in tariqa, nor John Bennett, to mention a couple of western searchers.  They 

were not even murids.  Their way is their way.  Shaykh Nazim’s way is the muhammadan 

way of Haqq. 

 

Some words on it: 

 

KARAMAT FOR ISLAM WHEN VISITING A BUDDHIST TEMPLE: 

http://www.yursil.com/blog/2010/06/pope-benedict-meets-with-sheykh-maulana-nazim-adil-al-hakkani/
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http://www.yanabi.com/index.php?/blog/4/entry-98-powerful-karamat-for-islam-in-a-

visit-to-biggest-buddhist-statue-in-the-world/ 

 

*UNITED NATIONS, TYRANNY AND SUPPORT OF JUSTICE:  

 

Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani does not endorse any kind of tyrants.  Neither Bush, Blair, the 

neoconservative lobby nor any western power attacking muslims nor any current crusader 

(as he himself has said) who try to change Islam from within in order to make it 

subservient to the system of the kuffar.  His words against any kind of tyrants both in the 

non muslim world as well as inside the muslim world are clear.  His words clearly include 

also rejecting the universal authority that United Nations (as the place per excellence of 

secularism and rejection of the Divine authority of Sharia) seeks to have.  And many times 

he calls to muslims to seek support neither from East or West or United Nations but of 

Allah alone.  He clearly teaches the antiislamic nature of secularism and the New World 

Order.  

 

He prays repeatedly for the destruction of all tyrannies, and he teaches once and again 

and again that only Shariatullah may be a way to solve the situation for Ummah and the 

whole mankind and that we need a Caliphate to become one single powerful body again 

established in the purity of Muhammadan way. 

 

Indeed, unlike many of the current naqshbandi shaykhs in Turkey, Shaykh Nazim is alone 

in publicly speaking, once and again, that Kemalism is wrong, shaytanic, and that the 

biggest tragedy that could happen to Turkey was to let the Ottoman caliphate be retired.  

He does not compromise with the Turkish establishment, even when he lives in Turkish 

Cyprus. 

 

Some shaykhs in Turkey do not dare to speak about these issues, some figures of tariqa 

even would have a good relationship with the current regimen.  Yet Shaykh Nazim speaks 

bravely on Haqq.  Indeed he is not afraid of tyrants. 

 

* INTERMIXING OF SEXES:  

 

Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani teaches men to be men and women to be women in accordance 

to Shariatullah, with no intermixing of sexes and no feminism in Islam.  Whatever some of 

his deputies may do on this regards it is up to them.  Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani in his visits 

to Western countries acted as a host received by people who are accustomed to live by 

western customs, and he may have showed there patience and a certain degree of non 

interference which is only the wisdom of da’wah and the wisdom of planting a seed with 

time and care.   

 

http://www.yanabi.com/index.php?/blog/4/entry-98-powerful-karamat-for-islam-in-a-visit-to-biggest-buddhist-statue-in-the-world/
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Shaykh Nazim’s teachings and personal behavior and instructions on his own dergah in 

Cyprus and of those who follow him sincerely are crystal clear on it.   

 

As it is clear that if you treat new converts harshly or press them with the whole set of 

Laws at once you are acting contrary to wisdom and risk to damage them instead of 

teaching them. 

 

* EXAGGERATIONS ABOUT SHAYKH NAZIM:  

 

Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani –and it must be stated as strongly as possible due to many 

misrepresentations of newcomers to tariqa or people involved in malayani activities inside 

tariqa- does not endorse people’s activities exaggerating in praising him or in giving him 

titles or in speaking non stop about his karamat or his spiritual stations or the excellence 

of his wilayah, or any kind of matters of this kind.  Shaykh Nazim himself is so humble that 

he scarcely speaks about himself and in the few occasions when he does it, most of the 

time he puts himself just as a servant of his own Shaykh, may Allah be please with him, or 

as a mere porter of Naqshbandi Shaykhs, or even refusing to be called a shaykh or a wali 

of Allah.    

 

 
 

The contents of his sohbets are all but about those topics.  If he has one or two words 

once in a while about something shown to him (as indeed occurs to awliyah in kashf, 

dreams or so), he speaks of it with no details, he does not repeat it, and it is simply in 

order to convey good news for an specific person that he may be addressing with some 

words related to it, in order to share the joy or also in order to convey with jalal an urgent 

warning, due to people headless situation regarding how much we fulfill our promise to 

obey Allah, azza wa jal.  

 

Murids engaged in endless or exaggerated praising of him are doing something against his 

whishes, sometimes they do it in his face and he displays his gigantic patience with them 



even in those circumstances, they are giving a very bad name to his tariqa, they are 

engaging in something that is of no use at all and most of the time of no real knowledge 

for them anyway, and remain in malayani and in ghaflat on this aspect, all of which is 

contrary to Shaykh Nazim’s urgent call for every human being to be in an awakening 

station regarding his own faults and deeds and to become fully occupied with serving 

Allah. 

 

Particularly famous exaggerations are related to the degree of intercession that a murid 

may expect from him, insha’Allah, when the angel of death comes.  So much ink has been 

written attacking him on this point, yet this point is not contained even in a book of his 

sohbets, but it belongs to the authorship of another author. 

 

Karamat of awliya are indeed many and they only reflect a high degree of love by Allah to 

certain outstanding Friends of Allah –as known through the history of tasawwuf- (so, 

whoever denies the possibility of certain karamat should think twice as he may be 

negating in fact the extent of Allah’s favours).   

 

Yet Shaykh Nazim himself has stated many times that no murid may expect that by merely 

having given bayat he receives a ‘free-check’ to do whatever he likes, only to say after 

that: my shaykh’s good deeds will come to save me.   

 

This is plain ignorance and pure ego and it is many times rejected by Shaykh Nazim.  He 

has often been heard saying (in his potent way of speaking in pictures many times): not 

even a wali of seven heads will save them if they continue like this.   

 

While among the exaggerations of junior murids and possibly also irresponsibly people 

with certain degree of responsibilities inside tariqa are exaltation of Mercy and shafaat, 

Shaykh Nazim himself is repeteadly warning again and again to all people that Yahannam 

is a crude reality and that we should check ourselves to see if we are working to prepare 

Jannah or Yahannam for us. 

 

Once just needs to hear the actions of Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani when his elder brother 

died, not much long ago.  Those murids living in the fantasy world of not taking care of 

their own urgent and imperative responsibilities regarding Shariah, as well as liars and 

attackers, would do well if they saw –as it in is video- what Maulana Shaykh Nazim did on 

that occasion.  Long duas, one after another, declaring his own need of Allah’s Mercy, with 

such humility and in such a state of need of Allah as only a true wali of Allah may live.  

Truly moving to see how he was asking with so much adab and humility Allah’s favor on 

behalf of his beloved brother, rahimullah. 

 

Some words about this regrettable attitude of exaggerations are found here: 

 



NAKSHIBENDI SHAYKH ON STOPPING EXAGGERATIONS:  

 

http://www.yanabi.com/index.php?/blog/4/entry-100-naqshbandi-shaykh-stop-

exaggerations-about-maulana-shaykh-nazim/ 

 

* ON THE COMING OF MAHDI:  

 

Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani has spoken many times that we are living close to the time of the 

coming of Mahdi (as) and the signs of his coming.  His warnings come throughout the 

years and he is preparing a general awakening of conscience among muslims in doing this.  

He himself has explained from time to time his expectancy and the tajallis that may come 

regarding that situation are known only to awliyah for them to speak about it.    

 

Indeed, he is not alone in considering that we are very close to his coming.  Other sunni 

shuyukh of great standing have mentioned similar things in more private ways.    

 

Let those attackers dare to attack also those other shuyukh, among them: Pir Rehmat 

Karim Sahib, Habib Umar of Tarim ba’alawi, Syed Izhar Asraf Saheb Ashrafi Jilani, Shaykh 

Ahmad Mashur bin Taha al Hadad ba’alawi, the deobandi naqshbandi shaykh Zulfiqar 

Ahmad, the very famous shaykh Maulana Zakariyya Kandahlawi, Shaykh Abu Anis 

Muhammad Barkat Ali al qadiri (in accordance to him, Shayh Abdelqader al Jilani himself 

stated that Imam Mahdi would come in this hijri century).  It seems pretty much that it 

was also what Shaykh Muhammad Abdul Majid Pir Daival Shareef taught.   

 

And the murids of Abuna Shaykh Muhammad Bukhari explain a rol of their tariqa in the 

close coming of Mahdi, as well as Shaykh Ibrahim Niasse of tiyaniyyat. 

 

Shaykh Nazim’s courage in speaking loudly on this point even knowing that many people 

would attack him, instead of merely speaking of it privately, speaks enough of his loyalty 

to Haqq and his total absence of fear of pleasing or not pleasing people.  May this not be 

misunderstood also as speaking bad against the other shuykh or awliya.  This is simply part 

of the mission of Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani among the awliya. 

 

Yet a group of attackers, notably Umar Vadillo of the murabitun among them, accuse him 

of giving with surety predictions of the coming of Imam Mahdi repeatedly at certain dates 

and failing in each opportunity. 

 

Shaykh Nazim’s warnings come from decades ago as well as his strong expectation for the 

benefit of the Ummah, and he has explained himself, and those who are aware of his 

sohbets and his language know –and it may also be proven from the texts themselves- 

that in all those declarations he acknowledges that the issue is entirely in the hands of 

Allah, azza wa jal, and knowledge of it is also with Allah, azza wa jal. 
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Yet only bad faith in reading his statement by people already prejudiced against him 

combined with irresponsible attitudes of certain representatives and/or murids in tariqa 

are behind the misunderstanding of his words. 

 

If you have only read what Umar Vadillo speaks on this issue in his many quotes in his 

book, you probably do know know these kind of words (just to quote a few): 

 

So this is my hope. I’ve been waiting for Mahdi (a) since 1940, for 71 years. Thanks to Allah 

that He Almighty did not make me lose hope. I have hope to unite with him, for all of us to 

unite with him under his flag!  (Words from Lefke, Cyprus, on 05.03.2011)   

 

(Source: http://www.sufismus-online.de/EndOfTyranny ) 

 

Another one: 

 

Inshaa-Allah you should be happy with Sayyidina al-Mahdi (a) and you must make du`a for 

a weak servant. For seventy years I am waiting, making myself ready to salute when he 

comes. For seventy years that I heard about him, my heart was filled with love and service 

to him!  (Words from Cyprus on 16.02.2011) 

 

Another one: 

 

I have been waiting for Sayyidina al Mahdi (as) since 1940, observing for seventy years, 

and my heart is attached to his appearance! Allah, Allah, Allah.  Insha’Allah we will reach 

Mahdi (as).  (Words from Cyprus on 29.11.2011)  

 

An alim murid of Shaykh Nazim asked him once in 2004 regarding the expectation that 

certain people of tasawwuf in Arabic World –notably a well known shaykh- had that Mahdi 

(as) would come in 2006.  Maulana Shaykh Nazim said the following: 

 

We do not accept that Allah is disobeyed, and that the Ummah is tormented, and 

that the flag of shaytan continue to be help up for one, two, or four years more.  

So, each morning we say: Tonight he will appear.  And each night we say: 

Tomorrow he will appear.  (Source: The Joy of Cyprus in the Association of Rajab 

Sufi Discourses)  

 

Are there people in tariqa who fell in panic in 2000?  Yes.  It is shame.  But is speaks only of 

them.  Why some people acted wrongly on that circumsntance when notably other group 

of naqshbandi haqqani murids, learning under a wise representative of Maulana, did not 

incur in that?  Again, it is a matter of how much a representative holds firmly to the 

teachings. 

 

http://www.sufismus-online.de/EndOfTyranny


This few indications, as well as the fact that only awliya are aware of the nature of tajallis 

and signs that open up for them regarding certain things, should suffice for people. 

 

We are indeed close to those times, insha’Allah, and every sign is there for people of 

understanding, and part of wisdom of a believer is to know the nature of the time that he 

lives in. 

 

For some authorized and deep words from inside tariqa on it (including the year 2000 

occurrences): 

 

SHAYKH NAZIM, NAQSHBANDI TARIQA, MILLENIALISM AND THE COMING OF MAHDI: 

 

http://www.naksibendi.org/sohbets/1426-Shawwal-

27_20051129_SAK_Be_Prepared_for_Mehdi.htm 

 

* ON HARUN YAHYA AND SHAYKH NAZIM:  

 

Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani must be clearly differentiated from certain strange or unislamic 

beliefs or declarations made by Adnan Oktar (known as Harun Yahya) in Turkey.  No 

matter how much Harun Yahya praises Shaykh Nazim or even claims that he is murid of 

Shaykh Nazim, there are some teachings and behaviours in Harun Yahya that are totally 

opposed to Shaykh Nazim’s teachings.  The reality of his teachings being so opposed to 

Shaykh Nazim are there for everyone to see, no matter if his popularity is conveniently 

used (making them to remain in convenient silce too) by certain wakils or deputies of 

Shaykh Nazim in order to gain fame for tariqa.  

 

Some words on it: 

 

DEVIANT TEACHINGS OF HARUN YAHYA: 

 

http://www.yanabi.com/index.php?/blog/4/entry-93-harun-yahyas-shaykh-is-not-shaykh-

nazim-speaks-a-naqshbandi-shaykh/ 

 

* SHAYKH NAZIM AND IMAM MAHDI NOT BEING THE SON OF IMAM ASKARI:  

 

Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani rejection of shiism is strong and clear and, no matter how much 

a certain wakil in tariqa may declare other thing, Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani does not teach 

that Imam Mahdi is the son of Imam al Askari.  That wakil already came with that belief 

and he insisted so much on it that Shaykh Nazim even friendly touched him with his stick 

imitating hitting him, only to let him go by himself in his belief. 

 

Some of his words regarding shiism are here: 

http://www.naksibendi.org/sohbets/1426-Shawwal-27_20051129_SAK_Be_Prepared_for_Mehdi.htm
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SHAYKH NAZIM ON SHIAS AND ISLAM: 

 

http://www.yanabi.com/index.php?/blog/4/entry-79-maulana-shaykh-nazim-on-shias-

and-islam/ 

 

And in video he is found stating that the names of the father and the mother of Imam 

Mahdi as per narrations is Abdullah and Aminah. 

 

* ON JIHAD:  

 

Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani is opposed to cruelty and terrorism under any banner, as cruelty 

is haram.  When it comes about the cruelty of Israel or the Western Powers in their 

crusades both of past and now against Islam, he denounces it.  When it comes to the 

cruelties of suicide bombings and targeting of women and children made by ignorant 

salafists jihadists, he also denounces it as unislamic. 

 

So, as the other awliya of this time, he does not support the so called ‘Islamic’ jihad raised 

by wrong leaders and wrong banners with wrong methods, such as the jihadists 

movements of today. 

 

Yet he speaks highly of both Jihad al Qital as well as Jihad al Akbar, the first one to be 

performed under certain conditions and by certain people, the last one to be performed 

by any muslim at any time. 

 

He supported the jihad of Aslan Maskhadov, rahimullah, the shahid, against Russia.  Aslan 

Maskhadov took bayat with him. 

 

Many times he has urged the military powers of muslim nations to move against injustices 

being done to muslims, such as when the Uighur are oppressed by China for example. 

 

He also had words on this regards for the current oppression against many muslims in 

Syria, urging even one kingdom to proceed inside Syria to put an end to the chaos in that 

place. 

 

He warned Cypriot Greek government and Europe, when there was a menace against 

Turkish Cypriots, that self-defense is a right in Islam. 

 

He acknowledges the importance for a nation that its military power is supported and he 

has a high esteem of the ottoman ways in upholding with power the Flag of Islam. 
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So if an attacker, as the murabitun leader Umar Vadillo did, states that Shaykh Nazim al 

Haqqani teaches that there can be no jihad until the coming of Imam Mahdi (as), it is a 

quote completely misunderstood and read and quoted in pure bad faith and in ignorance 

of other many declarations of Shaykh Nazim on this regard. 

 

Also, if some wakil or representative in the tariqa afraid of western powers refuses to 

speak about jihad al qital when it is properly Islamic or refuses to teach to his people the 

value of sacrifice in Islam and the courage that we must have in our hearts that would 

made of us people of jihad running to please Allah if that were the case for the sake of our 

brothers and Islam, then those silences are silences of them, not of Shaykh Nazim himself. 

   

 
 

An example of his words is here: 

 

SHAYKH NAZIM ON JIHAD, ISRAEL AND PALESTINE: 

 

http://www.yanabi.com/index.php?/blog/4/entry-67-maulana-shaykh-nazim-al-haqqani-

on-salahuddins-jihad-islam-israel-palestine-and-jerusalem/ 

 

11. ABOUT HIS BOOKS OF SOHBTES:  

 

Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani is not the author of any of his books containing sohbets of him.  

Those books are a collection of discourses edited and selected by murids.  Shaykh Nazim 

himself speaks fluently in Turkish and a bit less fluently in Arabic, and his usage of English 

language is made –as anyone who has heard him knows- rather in a paused and difficult 

and at the same time charming way (making it a unique way so charged with the Shaykh’s 

corporal expressions and the special barakah of his language).    

 

Frequently the sohbets edited in the books with his teachings omit the circumstances 

around the moment and the persons that were addressed with the sohbet, and a few 

times the style of speaking of the shaykh is totally lost, and sometimes some doubts of 

interpretation may arise due to this omission or high-editing labor. 
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Yet there is a large quantity of transcriptions of his words throughout the years, in much 

his literal way of speaking, and by now hundreds of freely available videos and recordings 

of his sohbets, that bring us much more closer to him in seeking to learn from him. 

 

You can have a better idea of his teachings by looking, for example, at some of his 

hundreds of sohbtes recorded in http://saltanat.org/  

 

It is a broad portal aimed both at the muslim and the non muslim world (hence the 

presence of both a figure of ottoman saltanat as well as non muslim royalty in the 

forefront, signaling rejection of democracy as common enemy of muslim and non muslim 

world as well as hope for the coming back of more rightful ways of governing for muslims 

and non muslims alike). 

 

12. HOW TO KEEP TRUTHFULL INFORMATION AND A GOOD RELATIONSHIP: 

 

Considering all this situation, and considering that Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani cannot 

physically attend in the manner that one would like the thousands of murids all over the 

world personally neither in their countries nor in their visit to his own dergah, if one 

attempts to know more about his teachings and tariqa by himself and eventually take 

bayat and remain a murid by himself (just listening to his sohbets), one puts himself in 

danger to miss many things, to misrepresent for himself many other things and not to 

have, finally, the benefit of the yamaah, so central in Islam for tariqa too, as Shah 

Bahauddin Naqshband (qs) said that tariqa is built on sohbet and the yamaah (that 

yamaah around the shaykh). 

 

So, for learning about Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani free of the mistakes and rumours and 

dubious information on him that may be find easily on the internet, it is highly 

recommended that the seeker puts himself in contact with a trustworthy representative of 

Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani, that is to say, to enter in contact with a deputy that throughout 

the years has proven to be exemplar in his loyalty to the teachings and the way of his 

shaykh. 

 

A notable murid of Shaykh Nazim that personally knows him, his language, his manners, 

his personality, his subtle ways of teaching, his life, the people surrounding him and the 

complexities of what is going on in tariqa, and a representative that keeps himself 

constantly seeking only to please Allah and not to gain any personal benefit at all. 

 

People as such indeed exist, and on this camp it must be noted that the naqshbandi tariqa 

is one thing, and the image of it through the lenses of the internet is not the same, as not 

all of those who are sincere in the tariqa have fame or names in the web or if they have, it 

may be simply a secondary presence on the web. 

http://saltanat.org/


 

It has been truthfully said that a murid (a real murid) is a proof of his shaykh. 

 

And as there are many luminous people of Haqq among the murids of Shaykh Nazim al 

Haqqani, some known and some unknown, the writer of these lines ends up saying that, in 

his case, Allah’s grace showed him one of those clear proofs of Shaykh Nazim’s 

magnificent wilaya in finding one of his most beloved followers, a Proof of Haqq, a Soldier 

of Allah, an enemy of tyrants, an accomplished Shaykh of Tasawwuf and my most beloved 

teacher at whose hands I knew Islam and happiness and the Jalal and Jamal of Prophet’s 

Way, as Sayyid Hassani Husseini Sahib us Sayf Sheykh Abdul Kerim Kibrisi Hz. 

 

NOTES ON SHEYKH ABDUL KERIM EFFENDI: 

 

http://reflexioneshaqqanis.files.wordpress.com/2010/08/on-the-life-and-mission-of-

sheykh-effendi-hazleteri.doc 
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It is by virtue of him that my heart found tranquility and at whose hands, in acknowledging 

the rarest gift of the existence of a such a grand wali of Allah as Maulana Shaykh Nazim al 

Haqqani (qs), I finally took bayat in this tariqa. 

 

So, for those seekers trying sincerely to know better about Maulana Shaykh Nazim al 

Haqqani, from my personal experience I would tell them that they can get in contact with 

the truthful representative of Sheykh Abdul Kerim Effendi Hz., an outstanding 

representative murid among notable murids, a person that is by himself the proof of the 

wilaya of Sheykh Abdul Kerim Kibrisi, his worldwide khaliphah Lokman Hoja Effendi. 

 

 
 

The Osmanli Nakshibendi Hakkani Dergah where Lokman Effendi resides can be contacted, 

and many teachings of the tariqa can be found, here: 

 

 http://naksibendi.org/ 

  

As salam alaikum wa rahmatullah 

 

 

Nureddin 

http://naksibendi.org/

